# IPC JURY NOTICE

## Title & Location of Competition

**FAI Mondials Chicago 2016, September 10-21**  
- 22th FS / 11th AE / 1st SP / 17th CF / 34th Freefall Style+Acc / 8th Junior FS+Acc

---

**IPC Jury Meeting No:** -3-

**Time and Date:** 14.15, 11. Sept. 2016

**Subject:**  
- Approval of start of competition according SC, Section 5, 4.5.1

---

**Details:**

The FAI Controller reports that:

The following CJ’s are ready to start the competitions and have given their approval:
- Canopy Formation: Bernard Nicolas
- Formation Skydiving: Karla Cole
- Artistic Events: Thi Bich Van Ha
- Speed: Arnold Hohenegger

The CJ Freefall Style + Accuracy is not ready to start the competition because:
- Starting list is missing for Style and Accuracy
- Identification Numbers for competitors are missing

Further the FAI Controller reports:
- The Deposit and SF have been paid
- The state of organization readiness is satisfactory
- The list of competitors is confirmed

The Meet Director confirmed that all items for the Award Ceremonies are in place

---

**Decision:**

Start of competition is approved for the following Events:
- Formation Skydiving
- Canopy Formation
- Artistic Events
- Speed

Freefall Style and Accuracy will be confirmed as soon as the CJ reports readiness to the FAI Controller.

---

**Signature:** Doris Merz  
**Jury President**

**Date:** 11/9/2016  
**Time:** 14.30